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GRAPH WITH GIVEN ACHROMATIC NUMBER* 
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fkprtnrenr of .Wdtrmotics, Simon Fmsrr Wtiwrsiry. Bumaby, B.C. Canada 
An itredusrbte (point-determrning) graph is one in which distinct vertices hrrvc distmct 
neighboarhtixfs. Every graph X can be reduced to an irreducible graph X* by tdentlfy;np all 
vertices xtth the same neighbourhood, the colourability properties of X’ car:\, over to X. Hence 
trrcducil% graphs ttre instrumental in the study of achromatic number. We prove that there are 
only finitely many irreducible graphs with a given achromatic number, and describe all graphs 
wtth achromatic number lers than four. We deduce certam bounds on the achromatic number X 
in terms of the number of +. et ttces of X l . In the course of the proofs we calculate the achromatic 
number\ of paths and cyck. Generalizations of the mam theorem to homomorphkm~ other than 
colourings are discussed 
1. Xntroductisn 
WC consider undirected graphs. as in (2). except that we admit infinite graphs. 
V(X) and i?(X) wili denote the vertex set and edge set of a graph X, respectively; 
square brackets [ . ] wrll denote unordered pairs. If (x, x’] E E(X), we wil1 also 
write x adj .C in X (or simply x adj x’ if X is clear from the context). 
A homomorphism f : A’ --+ Y is a mapping of V(X) to V(Y) such that x adj x’ in 
X implies f[x ) adj f(x ‘) in ‘)/. If / : X -+ Y is a homomorphism, then the graph f(X) 
with vcrter set f( V(X)) and edge set (If(x),f(x’)]: x adj ~‘1 is called rhe 
homomorphic i~uzgc of X untler f. A homomorphism is furl if f(X) is a full (i.e., 
induced) suhgraph of Y. In particular. any homomorphkn f : X -+ f(X) is tull. 
A congr~cnca on X is an equivalence relation on V(X) such that each 
equivalence class is an independent set in X. Wheuever it is convenient we shall 
identify the congruence C on X (which is a subset of V(X) x V(X)) with the set of 
congruence ciasses {C8 : i E 2) that it mduces on V(X). With each congruence 
C=(C,:iEr‘i) c>n X we assc iate a quotient graph X/C defined as follows: 
l This rese trch was partially supported by NRC Grants 741M.MU and A7195. 
V(XfC) = {Cd i E I}, 
E(X/C) = ([C. c,] : x adj x’ for some x E C,,x’E 0). 
The quotient ~;raph X/C is the homomorp‘tric image of X under the caat~ni~d 
. hamomarphism f : X -+ X/C defined by f(x) = C’, if x E Cd. Conversely, if 
f : ,y --+ ?f is a homomorphism, then the homamorphic image f(X) is isomorphic to 
the quotient graph X/C where C is the congruence {(x, x’): f(x) = f(d)) called the 
congruence associated with J 
Let K, be 2 complete graph. A homomorphism f : .Y -+ K, is called an 
n-color&ring of X, a full surjective homomorphism f : X --s K a fd or complete. 
n-c&x&q of X. To see that these definitions coincide with the traditional ones, 
we note that the congruence associated with an n-colouting of .4’ is 3 partition of 
V(X) into n independent sets. Also ncbte that X/C is a complete graph if and only 
if C is a maximal congruence on X (i.e., if C’ is a cklngruence on X such that 
(x. x’)E C’ whenever (x, x’)E C. then C’ = C). The chromatic (resp. dmmatic) 
number of X, denoted by chr X (resp. achr X), is the smallest (resp. largest) integer 
n such that X admits a full n-colouring; we set chr X = x (resp. achr X = x) if the 
preceding definititjns cannot be applied. [A more appropriate definition would set 
chr X equal to the least cardinal Q! for which X admits a full homomorphism onto a 
complete graph crf power a and achr X equal to the least cardinai p greater than or 
equal to chr X for which X does not admit a full homomorphism onto a complete 
graph of irower /3. However, for our purposes the distinction among infinite 
cardinals is not relevant .] 
The following statements are immediate consequences of the dcfinitians: 
(1) chrXcachrX. 
(2) chr X s chr Y, if Y is a homnmorphic image of X, 
(3) achr Y s achr X9 if Y is 3 homomorphic image of X. 
Furthermore 
(4) chr Y s chr IK’, if Y is a subgraph of X, 
(5) achr Y S- achr X, if !Y is a full subgraph of X. 
To establish (4) we note that the subgraph Y admits a (chr X)-colouring and 
hence a full n-colouring for Some ril s chr X. For the proof of (5) we assume that Y 
is a fuli subgraph of X which admits a full n-coburing f Let c‘ = {C, : i E I) he the 
congruence on Y associakd with f and let 
C* = (C&: i E 1) CJ ((x}: x E V(X)\ v( Y)}. 
ffecause Y is a ful\ subgraph of X we have that C* is a congruence on X. Let D be 
ii maximal congruence on X containing C*; the existence of D is evident when X is 
finite, and assured by 2orn”s lemma otherwise. As we observed earlier, the quotient 
graph 4YlD is cmmplete. Moreover D consists of at least H congruence cl~pss~s. 
!&zce C is a maximal congruence on Y and thus no Cz f C? can be in the same class 
+rf D. COnSequent ,, Iv the canonical mapping X -+ X/D is a full homomorphism onto 
a complete graph with at least n vertices. It follows that achr Y s achr X. 
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The statement (5) will be used repeatedly, as it allows us to find a “partial” full 
colouring and not worry about completing it. 
Let N, (x ) (or N(x) If no confusion is likely) denote the neighbourhood of x in X, 
i.e., the set of vertices of X adjacent to x. The grapt X is irreducible, or 
point-determining [T.V. IO] if N(x) # N(x’) whenever x # x’. For a given graph X 
the relati;>n R = ((x,x’): N(x) = N(x’)} is a congruence on X (called the redtrcin~ 
cortgrt4mct) on X) and the quotient graph X/R is irreducible. We shall say that 
X/R is zk type of X. or that X is of type X/R. Note that 
R, adj R, in X/R if nnd on/y if x adj x’ for all x E R,.~‘E R,. 
The type of X is a homomorphic image of X and. by (3). its achromatic number is 
not greater than that of X. To determine all graphs with achromatic number not 
exceedin!: a given integer k. WC’ only have to consider those graphs X suizh that rhe 
type of .Y has achromatic number not exceeding k. This is the reason why 
irreducible graphs are importarrt in the study of the achromatic number. For any 
integer k we Set 
Clearly achr X = I if and only if X is totally disconnected (i.e., E(X) = 0). Thus 
$ consists OS graphs of only one type namely K,. To describe se, it is helpful to 
characterize the cilnnrcted graphs first. A connected graph X satisfies achr X = 2 if 
and orly if it is complete bipartite. [This follows from the fact that if achr X = 2. 
then chr A’ = 2 and, in view of (5). no full $ubgraph of X is a path of length 3. Hence 
diam X s 2, i.e., X is complete bipartite. Obviously achr K,,,, = 2.) Hence the 
connected graphs of Y& are of only one type. namely Kr. It readlIly follows that 
K. K, t L. K, + K 1, K, -+ K, + K t are the only types in 9!&. Moreover it is easy to 
see that ally graph without isolated vertices is in ‘8, if and only if it is either K,,,.” or 
K, + K -. We shall prove that for each k, Sk contains only finitely maw types. 
Theorem Lt. I.cr k bt? WI intqer. There are only finitely many non-isomorphic 
iwdr4cibit- graphs X with ach r X = k. 
Once a11 the connected irreducible graphs in U:- 1 ‘3‘ have been described it is 
only a question of perseverance to describe all graphs irl ‘& WC have done this f(x 
k < 4 (Section 3). 
2. P~~oof sf Theorem I.1 
A lemma dealing with a special kind of hyper;raph plays an important role in our 
proof. We define a point-separating family MI a set S, to be a family 9 of subsets of 
S such #at for each pair (s, sr) kJf distinct elements of S there is an FE 3 
containing exactly one element of {s, s’). A point-separating family 9 on S is a 
,nin~m~al point-.icparotimg family if no proper subfamily 9’ C 9 is point-separating 
on s. 
and 3 admits l~ sys~rem of distirzct representutives. 
Prmt. If 9 = {F’,, F:. , . . . F,}. then we assign to each s F-T S the 0.1 sequence 
a,n:... nr where n, = 1 if s E E. a, = 0 otherwise. This is an injective function of S 
to the set of aXt il.1 sequences of length I, hence n s 2’. This establishes the lower 
bound on i 3 f . 
The upper hound is evident for n = 1) 2 and shall be proved try induction on n. 
We assume that j 3, i 5 i S, i -- 1 for any minimal point-separating family & on any 
set S, with lesq than n elements, and proceed to prove that I:$ i G n - 1. Let 9 he a 
fixed member of .T (3# k’; for n -3 2 by the lower bound), and consider the 
point-separating families 
9 =’ (13 rl F: De ,Fj{F)), s={En(S\F): EEL\). 
Let 2 C 9 be a miinimal point-separating family on F. and PC Es 3 minimal 
point-qarating family on (S \ F). Since 9 is finite (by minimality), the existence of 
2’. 27’ ES clear; moreover Ff $3 and S \ F,# i3 so that both F and C \ F have less 
than n elements each, and the induction assumption applies. IT 
2’ == (D, (7 It;:. . . Dn n F). if’ = (E, n (S 1, F), . . . . E, r-1 (5 \ F)}. 
then 
p 6 t F ’ - i . jsIS\FI-?. 
Furthermore. 
tp’ = (D:. Dz. v . ., D,, E:. E:, . . ., E,, F} 
is 3 point-separatkp subfamily of 3. hence 3’ = 3. Thus 
Ik t:uistence of a system of distinct reprcsentativcs of i1 minimal point- 
separatq family F on S will he proved by employing Hall’s theorem [ 11, i.e.. we 
wiij show that for dl k 6 ! 3 i. the union trf anv k members of 3 contains at least k 
ekments. This is evident for k = 1: Irt the *union of any i c k members of .d 
contain at ieacft i elements, and let S1 = Ufx, F, contain less than k elements 
(where 3 = (F,. IF:. . . . . FL, Fk. ,+ . . ., F, )). T’hcn clearlv S, has k - 1 elements and . 
Sf i k: --L S: for cxh j = 1.2. . . ., k. The family 
(Ft. F:. . . . Fk, FL ..I n St,. . ,. E n S,) 
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is point separating on S,. By the previously established upper bound we know that a 
minimA pGnt-separating family on S, has at most k - 2 members; thtzrefoae not aI1 
of the sets F,. . . . . F, could heiong to a minimal point-scparatiqg family. Hence ; 
there exists an h, 1 s h s k. such that the family 
w- 1.. . ., 6, I* Fh.,. . . . F,, Fk., n S,, . . ., E n S,} 
is also point-separating on S, and 
This implies that 3 1 {Fi,) is a point-separating family on S. contrary to the 
minimalil:y of 9. 
Let P” (resp. C,,) denote the path (resp. cycle: of length n with succesive vertices 
0. 1 . . . -. R (r0p t, 2.. . ‘, n). The following lemma on multigraphs relates quotient 
yr;iph\ & pth l . and cyclr’~ to Eulcrian traiis ;tnd circuits: 
Lemma 2.2. Let .Y be a yaph. 
(a) A Ml surjectiza ho*wmorphism F, - X exists if and only if .Y is the underlying 
graph of some multigraph X’ with n edges ctrch that X’ admits an Eulerian trail’. 
(b) A .fitll wrjective homomorphism C, - X exists if and only if X is the underlying 
graph of u multigraph ,Y’ with n edges such that .Y’ admits an Eulerian circuit. 
Proof. (at 1f f is &I fuli homomorphism of P, onto .Y, then the edges [icc,j, if i j]. 
(f(l). f(2)]. . . ..If(n - 1). f (n 11 form a walk in X which traverses each edge of X at 
least oncrc. Introducing additional edges whenever a previously traversed edge of .X 
is encountered again, we obtain a multigraph X as desired. The converse as well as 
the $itatement (h) art’ pro\*ed analogously. 
Corollary 2.3. (a) achrP,, = max(k: (Irk ] + I)(k --I!)+ I s n). 
(b) a&r C, = max(k : k l [ik] S n) - F (n ). where s (II) 1s the number of positiz,!e 
intqer wlutions of the equation n = 2x’+ x + 1. (!Vote that s(n)=0 or I.) 
Pro&. Our proof depends on Euler’s theorem characterking multigraphs with an 
Fulcrian trail, or circuit (cf. 121). 
(a) LA?! f(k ) = (p4 ] + l)(k - 2)) I. When k is odd, then f(k)=i(k .(k - 1)); 
moreover, each vertex of K, has even degree. Thus K, admits an Eulerian trail and 
Pfcr, admits a full k -colouring. Since K, . , has more edges than Pffk ,, we have in fact 
achr &&, = k. When k is evtin, then each vertex of Kk boas odd degree. Clear!y. one 
can adjoin j( k - 2) new edges to K, and obtain a multigraph that admits an 
Eulcrian trail; moreover, no kljunction of fewer edges results in such ii multiqaph. 
Since in thi(; GM f(k ) = i(k .(k - I)) + i(k - 2), the path Plti, ,again admits rl full 
k -collouting, and achr PffkI = k. The above ar gurnent also shows that, in both cases, 
achr l&_, < k. Finallly achr P, is a non-decreasing function of n by (5) and (a) 
follows. 
(b) la part. the proof of (b) is a)lalogous ts that cf (a). Namely if k is odd, then KL 
admits an Eulerian circuit with g(k) = k l [!k J = !(k ‘(k - I)) edges. achrC,,&, = k 
anJ achr CR,Ly 1 < k. If k is even then g(k) = k . [{k j = J(k .(k - 1)) + Sk is rhc 
smallest number of edges that a muhigraph (on Kk ), that admits an Eulctian circuit. 
can hav@; thus achr C,,l, = k and achr CggL) , < k. However the function achr C,, ;; 
no2 non-decreasing. In fact, when k is c.,dd and n = g(k ) + 1 = k . j(k - I) + 1 (i.0.. 
n r.z 2x2-CxAlwithx= !(k - I)), then achr C, = k - 1. as crnc cannot adjoin one 
edge to K1, to obtain a muttigraph with even degrees. The proof is finished by first 
observing that achr CRfI. ,+ I = k when k is even and ache C,,I IL l = k when k is odd. 
second. we have achr C, s achr Cn,2 by (3). 
We shall prove the main theorem in a sequence of steps designed to bound the 
diameter. the degree. and thus the cardinality of the vertex set. of a connected 
irredlwcible graph in %. Let 
‘& = (X E Sk : X is connectecd and irreducible]. 
Recall the following definitions: The diameter of a connected graph X is defined as 
whfcrc d,&. b) is the distance of u, b in X; the degree of a vertex x in a graph X. 
deg,(x), is the cardinality of D&(x). 
Ret k be an integer. WC define 
diam (k ) = sup (diam X : X E t& }. 
deg(k)=z sup(deg,(x): x E V(X), X E $}. 
C(k) = sup(j V(X)/: X EZ gk,. 
c(k) = sup{! V(X)i: .X E Y&. A’ irreducible@ 
96 All four functions are strictly increasing in k. ( 
?*;a 
cl) 1 proves this assertion for 
diamfk); for the other three functions we only have to observe that for any 
iurcducible graph X E Sk, the graph X* obtained from X by adjoining one new 
vertex < adjacent to all vertices of X, satisfies X + E ?$k . ,.) 
We now proceed to prove that diam(k )+ deg (k ), L’( k ). and t*( k ) are crll finite. 
Steg 1. diam(k) = ([!rfk + 1)j + I)* (k - 1). 
B”roof. If, for some X tZ @&, diam X > ([i(k + I)J + l)(k - 1). then X contains as 8 
full subgraph a path P of length ( [i( k + l)] + 1) (k - 1) + 1. By Corollary 2.3 (a). F 
admits a furrli (k * I)-colouring. and so achr X 3 k + 1 (hy (5)) contrary to X E 34. 
%rce. by the same corollary, a path of length (li(k + I)J i I )(k - I) is an element 
of 8, with diameter ([$(k + l>j A l)(k - 1). the equality in Step 1 is established. 
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in Steps 2-4 we claim certain inequalities. These are IG be interpreted as follows: 
if the right side is a fikte number then st) is the left side, al2d the inequality holds. 
Step 2. 
P~crof. Bf X is any connected graph, and x,,E \‘(A’ I. then 
whcncc t hc intzqualit> . 
Step 3. r-(k 1% 1 + r;(k)-((‘;‘)-- I). 
Proof. Let .X E ‘kh tw irreducible. Then at most one component of A is trivia 
a single t ertev ): each non-trivial component contains an edge. There can be at most 
i* I’) - 1 non-trivial components of X, or else the full suhgraph of X ob?ained by 
t&ing one edge fr.lm each of the (‘t’) non-trrvia! components admits a full 
{A: + 1).r~louring and achr .K -3 k * 1 h? (5). Each non-trivial component of .y is in . . 
\rzmc A,, 1 52 k. and hence ha\ at most F(k ) vertices; the inequality in Step 3 is 
pro\ cd 
Proof. i.ct A’ be a graph and C a cong&uence on X. For each x f V(X). let C[.r ] 
denc:te the congruence class containing x. If Y is a subgraph of X we I,t Y/C 
denote the full s&graph of X 1 C with vertex set (Cfx]: x E V( I-‘)}. We proceed by 
firit r’.rlablishing the following lemma. 
Pnwllf. Let R be the reducing congruence on Y. Then one of the foll~~wing two 
ca3t3 must occur. 
(I) I? h;tlr more than c(k ) ckses. Const:quentlv Y/R is an irr:ducible graph s 
with more than c(k ) vertices and hence achr ( Y/R) > k. It follr~~ s from (2) th:lt 
achr Y > k. 
(ii) kme congruence class of R contains mere than tl(k )’ vertkes af Y. Let R, 
he a finite subset of that class with 1 R,! > c(k)‘. Let y, y’E R! Since R, is an 
independent set of vertices that have the samt neighbourho& in Y (R A 3 
reducing congr aencc on Y) and since any two vertices in ‘!I- have differen! 
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neighbourboods in X, there exists a z E V(X)\ V(Y) which is adjacent to exactly 
one of y. y’. Let 
and for 
v = (2 E V(X)\V(Y): is adjacent try some vertex of I?,) 
2 E V let I 
F. =r RJN(rj. 
Clearly IF I I .?t-\ is a point-separating family on R,. Choose W G V such that 
9 = (F,.},.,, is a minimal point-separating family on RI. By Lemma 2.1 there 
exists a one-one function 4 : 94 RI such that #b(F, )E F,. 
in Our first attempt to construct the congruence C we identify all pairs ~3, &(I% ) 
for w E W. If this attempt fail!; we then choose a refinement C, of C by identifying 
only certain of the pairs w, 4(E). 
We first consider the congruence C on X generated by ((H’. 4(Fv )): HP E W). 
Because (di is a one-one function, C has only two kinds of classes: C(x] = (x) when 
xE W and x6E d(9); and C[x] = {w.@(Fw)} when x = w E W or x = @(Fw). In 
particular !t’or x, x’E RI, xf x’ if and only if C[x) # C[x’). Hence 1 V(f&/C)/ b 
ty(k )‘_ Nate also that R,/ C is a full subgraph of Y /C. Let 2 = RI/C and let 0 be 
the reducing con$ruencc on Z (27 may fail to hc irreducible. cf. Fip. 1). 
Now one of the k’nllowing two cases must wcur: 
(a) Q has more than t’( k ) classes. We proceed as in (i). Since Z / 0 is irreducible 
and has more than tl(k ) vertices ir: follows that achr (Z / 0) > k ; hence achr II b R 
and achr(Y/C’)rk. 
(b) Some conpruence class 0, = (C[x,]. . . ., C[H,]) of Q containpi more than v(k 1 
bertices. Let 1. he the set of vertices of R, that belong to some C[ _K, ] E 0,. and lc; t
l t he the set of vertices of W th;;r! belong to some C[ x, ] E Q,. Let W, = W! lJ. (In 
the examl;l!le in Fig. 1, for 0, = (C(.Y 1. C(z]) we get L = {x. 2). U = (w) anil 
M’, = .) Ch~iwslv : 1. f = r and 1 II’ 1 s r. We shall refine the cqquence C bt 
refining Csi tab he the congruence on X generated by ((w, d,(F,, )): HP E N’J. Thi 
congruence classes of c, consist of one or two elements and all C.[ ~1, x E R,, arc 
pairwise distinct classes. Let 2, = RI/C,; then Z, is a full subgraph of Y/C,. Let S 
bc : he reducing conprucncc on Z1. Wc sh;4i show that S has more t ban c (k ) classes. 
For x. s ’ E I_, x # x ’ implies there exists a z E W such tb,at z is adjacent to say x but 
not s’. If 2 E U then c(t) adj C( ] x contrary to C-[t 1, C[x ] E Q,. Therefore 
2 E M!, z U’\ U and hence C,[r ] is adjacent to C,(x] but not to c~,[x’] = {x’). 
Hence for x f s’. x. x’ E I. we have that (C,[xJ, c,[x’]) E S: therefore S hasf more 
than t‘( k ) classc\. Consequent IL I achr (Z, /S) > k, achr Z, > k. and hence 
achr ( Y Jr,) > k. This establishes our lemma. 
WC now continue with the proof of Step 3. 
lf X E ‘8, is irreducible, then the same X* descrif>ed for the proof that deg(k ) is 
an increasing function. also proves that v( k ) s deg (k + I ). 
Let S E & . I and assume that for some 5 E Vi X ). 
deg, (51’ (k 1‘. 
Let t’ be the full subgraph of X’ = X\(J) induced lq the set N(4). Then 
i t ‘( I’) I b t!(k )’ and moreover the vertices of Y have different neighbourhoods in 
X’. Therefore by the previous lemma either (i) achr Y > k, or (ii) there exists a 
coqruence <‘ on X’ such that achr ( Y/C) I,* k. In either case it follows that 
achr S b k * 1, a contradiction. 
We are now ready to complete the proof O! our main theorem. Clearly it will he 
sufficient 10 prove that v( k ) is finite for all k. This is eGdent tor k = 1 and 2, and we 
prrrceed b> induction. If r(k ) is finite, thl.:n deg(k + I) is finite (Step 4). thus 
LT(k + 1) is finite (Steps I and 2). and conseqlrently v(k + I) is also finite (Step 3). 
An intuitive account of the preceding pvof, free of the technical details, may be 
found in [-Cl. where also some related questions are discussed. 
A rough calculation of the numbers imIolvcd in the above proof shows that any . 
irreducible graph .Y with n vzrtices 
large 11). 
, 
sat3ics achr X > Vlog 4~,e, n (for sufficiently 
R the reducing congruence OFI X. lf n is the 
number of cla.w~s of R ), the)1 
Proof. The lower bound follows fvo1.l (3). For the upper bound. note tha; the 
achromatic number of X is less than or equal to the number of maximal 
independent sets in X. (In any full colouring of X e;,ch colour-class is a subset oi a 
maximal mdcpendent set and twc> different colour-classes are contained in two 
different maximal independent sets.) Clearly the number of maximal mdependent 
sets in X is equal to the number of maximal independett sets in .Y I K, which is at 
most ‘II’ .3” according to [h]. We note that white the upper bound is sharp, the Itlwer 
bound is probably, very weak. 
3. Graphs. with small achromatic number 
In this section we describe all graphs with achromatic number less than 4 We 
begin with the irreducible graphs. We have already established that K, is the onI> 
irreducible graph in %, and that K:, Kf + K2, K2 + K,. k, + K: + K 1 are tk onl! 
irreducible graphs in 3,. 
En order to determine the irreducible graphs in ?!& we first find the connected 
types in ‘4;. it is easy to verify that an irreducible tree T in % has no vertex cbf 
degree L 3.’ If there exists a vertex of degree 3 in T. then T has only* ant such 
veitex, and from it en&ate two paths of length 2 and one of length I (see Fig. 2). 
By Corollary 2.3 (a), all paths of length n, 3 s n s 6, belong to i?!3,. WC now crjnsider 
connected irreducible graphs with cycles. By Corollary -.. ? 3 (h). it VAXS to consider 
graphs of girth n, 3 s n s 7. If a connected irreducible graph A’ E 954 contains a 
triangle u. h. c. then no other vertex is adjacent to all three vertices (1, h. c. 
Furthermore no other vertex of degree ?:r 3 is adjacent t’t> two of the vertices (8. b. c . 
‘(to see this one only has to remember that A’ is irreducible). With a little more 
effort one can see that no verrex different from cp. ID, c is adjacent to any of the 
vertices a. IJ. c. Using this fact it is quite easy to prove that: no vertex diffcrcncc from 
(1. b. c can have degree > 3 Therefore A’ consists of th ‘: triangle u. IP. (: and some . . 
paths rcmanat ing from (and possibly re-entering) it. This leads to a finite number of 
poGbi?ities; they can be seen in) Fig . 2 if one ignores thl;: labels and restricts one’s 
attention to the connected graphs of girth 3. It is easy try verify that any &nnected 
irreducible graph of girth 4 admits a 4-colouring. C3rthxl 5, 6 and 7 yield very few 
irreducible! connecteti graphs in ?&; they also appear in Fig. 2. 
If is now relatively sraightforward to determine all irreducible graphs in %. this 
is accomplished by considering all possibilities for the cannel ted cc~mponent\. 
Xow let N be any graph and R the reducing congruence on Y ‘T’ht:rr .Y can be 
reconstructed from X / R by replacing each vertex of .X i R bv NI indc!pendent set . 
4 vertices of the appropriate cardinalitp and joining all vertices of one rntlependcnt 
set lo all vertices of another independent set if and only if t hc corrc\pondm~ 
vertices in X f R are *@acent. Hence in order to describe all grsphs d ;Ic’hrmr;rrl; 
minber s 3 we consiider any irreducible graph in ‘34, S2 or $ ;tnd determme how 
many vertices can replace a given vertex in the above sense without increacrnp the 
achromatic number. The rest&s are summarized in Fig. 2 if the labels on the 
verticer art’ interpreted as follows. any graph X of a depicted type belongs to the 
appropriate & if and only if the sizes t ,f the classes of the reducing congruence on 
3 fall within the labeled range; i.e. the congruence class replacing a vertex labeled 
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diam(l)= 0, dcg(l)= 0, C(l) = 1, v(I)= 1, 
diam(2) = 1, deg(2) = 1, G(3= 2, v(2) = 5. 
diam(3) = 6. &g(3) = 5 C(3) = 7, ,:*(3) = I I. 
In computing zl(k ) add 1 for the isolated vertex. 
We also note that all graphs in 5% can be obtained by repeatedly ta&ing 
connected irreducible full subgraphs and irreducible homomorphic images of the 
graphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) of Fig. 2. If we could have directly obtained this “basis” 
‘for @, without first enumerating all graphs in &, then the mask of describing 8, 
would be relatively simple. It would be of interest if a method could be found for 
obtaining a “basis” for any <!L 
4. Graphs with forbidden homomorphic images 
In this section we summarize certain extensions of our result t/hat will appear 
later. All graphs under discussion are assumed to be connected. We shall 
abbreviate the statement “X admits a full homomorphism onto Y” (equivalent o 
‘* Y is a homomorphic image of A”‘. or “Y is a quotient of X”) by X -+) Y, and its 
negation by ,Y + Y. 
For any grapil Y let 
Z(Y) := {A?: X irreducible. chr X s chr E and S 7A Y ). 
Tht. .-rendition chr X s chr Y is, according to (2). necessary for X --y t’. Thus. 
loosely speaking, Z(Y) lists all the graph types that could admit Y a\ a 
homomorphic image but do not. It seems at first that there should be vert morn! 
such graphs (as is indeed often the case). However, an equivalent formulation of 
our main theorem states that, for each positive integer n, Z(K,) is finite (except for 
isomorphic copies). We have recently generalized this to arbitrary graphs (the 
details will appear elsewhere): 
Theorem 4.1. Let Y be a graph. Then Z( Y) is finite if ad only if Y is II complete 
multipartite gtcrph with finitely many parts of cardinalities k I, k:, . . ., k, and 
n = 1. 
orn=2 and k,, k, are finite. 
or n = 3 and k, isfinite and kz= k,= 1, 
ornn4andk,=k = 2 ..=;c n =l. 
We only note here the fact that the results of this paper provide the main tool for 
proving the finiteness of a pasticluar Z(Y). To prove that Z(Y) is infinite. we 
con9ruct an infinite family (X, 1, s; of non-isomorphic graphs in Z(Y). as illustrated 
in 1 q. 3. 
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